Single kayaks
Our equipment does not tolerate compromises – on our offer you will find not only polyester kayaks and canoes
but also very safe and comfortable equipment making use of the latest polyethylene technology. We focused on
the quality of our equipment and the safety of our customers !! The customer has to trust us and feel safe while
canoeing – that is most crucial from our perspective. Our equipment comes from the best companies in the
kayaking industry, we do not provide the so-called “garage mades”. Check out our equipment and compare with
others !! We are not afraid of comparisons, we respect our competitors !!

PRIJON CRUISER 430
Prijon Cruiser received the award for the best product in the category of water sports at the Fifth International
Fair titled "Increase of Adrenaline". It is a stable, secure, well holding the direction kayak, which is an ideal
choice for lowland leisure and tourism; spacious storage compartment in the stern, capacious bow and mesh
board of the cockpit allow us to pack the necessary things for any trip; another advantage is huge cockpit of the
Cruiser - both beginners and very large kayakers will appreciate the easiness of getting in and out. Kayaks
manufactured by the company Prijon are like Mercedes of kayaks, perfected in every detail.

And below the most important features:
material: polyethylene, the latest development in the production of kayaks, super strong, not afraid of
challenging routes, safe and secure, and most importantly: it does not sink !!
cockpit: large, you can get in and out of the kayak easily, even for bigger people, size 110 cm x 50 cm
seat: ergonomic, comfortable, do not make people tired while paddling, high-back seating offering comfort
of sitting
storage compartment at the stern for easy loading of luggage during the trip (dimensions 35 cm by 29
cm), you can load the bow.
footrests - "saw-tooth"
the map case on the bow
possibility of using neoprene or nylon kayak shirt
special handles at the bow and stern for easy carrying of kayaks

Specifications :
length: 4,30 m
width: 68 cm
weight of 23 kg.
cockpit: 110 cm x 50 cm
storage compartment: 35 cm x 29 cm

DAGGER APPROACH 10.0 – HYBRID KAYAK
Single kayak Dagger Approach 10.0 Hybrid is a combination of a mountain kayak and kayak designated for
tourism. This kayak is the perfect choice for mountain river, but also excels in kayaking among piled up trees on
small, winding rivers and completely stagnant water. Its features include an inserted sword fin, so called skeg.
Thanks to that kayaking in calm water we go straight without putting so much effort as in a case of a classic
mountain kayak. It is the perfect choice for those who want to try their chances at Słupia, Łupawa, Kamienica,
Łeba or Jar Raduni. If you do not want to feel limited on the water during the evolution select Dagger Approach.
In this kayak you can conquer wild water or just paddle on calm waters. Its size, large cockpit and capacity offer
huge displacement on difficult rivers. It is hard to find a place for luggage in mountain kayaks - in this kayak you
will find enclosed storage place in the stern! Thanks to this, we can go for a few day long kayaking adventure.

And below the most important features:
material: polyethylene, the latest development in the production of kayaks, super strong, not afraid of
challenging routes, safe and secure, and most importantly: it does not sink !!
cockpit: classical for mountain kayaks, size 96 cm x 53 cm
seat: ergonomic, comfortable, do not make people tired while paddling
adjustable footrests – you will adjust them to your optimum position
special handles on the bow and stern for carrying kayaks easily
the drain plug on the stern
storage opportunities on the stern and bow
closed storage place on the stern
adjustable sword fin called skeg (it can be hidden completely)
possibility of using neoprene or nylon kayak shirt

Specifications:
length: 3.05 m
width: 71 cm
weight 18 kg.
cockpit: 96 cm x 53 cm
closed storage place with a diameter of 25 cm
adjustable footrest

PRIJON CHOPPER – MOUNTAIN KAYAK
Prijon is the undisputed world leader in the production of kayaks. A large mountain kayak, in case of Poland it
serves very well both in lowland tourism and tourisms on rivers with piled up trees. Great for beginners and
ambitious mountain kayakers - semicircular bottom makes it easy to master the Eskimo style. It is also ideal for

kayaking on small, winding rivers. Easy access to the stern makes it the perfect kayak for the expedition with
piled up trees on the way when you need to carry kayaks with the equipment. Kayaks manufactured by the
company Prijon are like Mercedes of kayaks, perfected in every detail.

And below the most important features:
material: polyethylene, the latest development in the production of kayaks, super strong, not afraid of
challenging routes, safe and secure, and most importantly: it does not sink !!
cockpit: typical for mountain kayaks, profiled, size 86 cm x 49 cm
seat: ergonomic, comfortable, do not make people tired while paddling
footrests - "saw-tooth" - everyone can adapt them perfectly to their liking
possibility of using neoprene or nylon kayak shirt
special handles on the bow and stern for carrying kayaks easily
the drain plug on the stern
possibility of packing hand luggage with easy access to stern

Specifications:
length: 2,95m
width: 63 cm
weight 18 kg.
cockpit: 86 cm x 49 cm
footrest of "Saw –tooth” type

